We present a method for attributing a measure of reliability to a residue pair in an optimal alignment of two protein sequences. Validation based on a database of structurally correct alignments [PascareUa and Argos (1992) Protein Engng, 5,121-137] shows that correctly aligned parts of a sequence alignment systematically receive high scores in this measure. The higher the sequence similarity between two sequences, the larger is the fraction found of the correct parts of the alignment We used these observations to design a program that draws a reliability curve along an optimal alignment reflecting the chances for each residue pair to be aligned correctly.
Introduction
The algorithm used for aligning biological sequences is, in essence, a simple optimization algorithm. As such, the results are dependent primarily on the objective function which, for protein sequence comparison, is made up of a similarity matrix and gap penalties. However, an optimal sequence alignment may miss important regions of similarity or fail to reproduce structural relationships between proteins. Obviously, the objective function used in sequence alignment is far from being a perfect emulator of biological truth.
However, it would be too easy to conclude that one should not trust the optimal alignment altogether. Even for distantly related sequences an alignment will contain a few correctly aligned residues. Identifying these positions is a challenging refinement of sequence alignment. We propose a kind of sensitivity analysis for an optimal alignment by studying alternative solutions, in addition to the optimal one. This enables us to derive a reliability index for each pair of aligned residues.
In Algorithms below we review the use of suboptimal alignments in the context of alignment reliability and introduce the algorithms to be used. We define a robustness measure, which describes certain features of the optimization landscape, from which alignments are deduced. In Applications this algorithmic robustness measure is correlated with the structural correctness of protein sequence alignments, thus establishing its validity as a measure of alignment reliability. In Results we present a scheme for calibrating this measure in such a way that one can draw a curve along a given alignment depicting the chances for an alignment position to be aligned correctly.
Materials and methods

Algorithms
A short review of forward-backward alignment. Calculating a sequence alignment is an optimization procedure. Therefore it is helpful to obtain an overview of the optimization landscape, i.e. the landscape of alignment qualities over all possible alignments. Of course, this space is extremely hard to visualize and many authors have instead calculated the score of the best possible alignment through every residue pair of a comparison matrix. This is easily calculated by carrying out a forward and a backward pass through the comparison matrix and adding the two.
To our knowledge, this idea was first used in the early 1980s to delineate local alignments (Sellers, 1979; Goad and Kanehisa, 1982; Boswell and McLachlan, 1984; Altschul and Erickson, 1986) . Canillo and Lipman (1988) , Altschul and Lipman (1989) and Vingron and Argos (1991) have applied it to delineate reasonable pairwise alignments that should be considered in the context of a multiple alignment. The idea was related to alignment reliability by Vingron and Argos (1990) , Zuker (1991) , Chao et al. (1993) and Naor and Brutlag (1994) . While Vingron and Argos (1990) dealt with Needleman-Wunsch alignments (Needleman and Wunsch, 1970) with free end gaps and affine gap costs, Zuker (1991) also considered Smith-Waterman alignments (Smith and Waterman, 1981) . Naor and Brutlag (1993) gave a detailed analysis of global alignment paths under linear gap penalties, while Chao et al. (1993) introduced an algorithmic robustness measure for global alignments with affine gap costs. These authors not only mastered all the difficulties of attributing this measure to gapped regions of an alignment, but also presented a linear space algorithm. Essentially we have used the same measure of robustness as defined by the previous authors. Without needing the forward-backward calculation, Saqi and Steinberg (1991) relaxed the condition introduced by Waterman and Eggert (1987) , i.e. that two suboptimal alignments should not overlap, and thus discerned regions shared by many alignments.
Algorithmic robustness of an alignment position. Vingron and Argos (1990) introduced 'stable regions' of an alignment A stable region of an alignment is one which is used by all suboptimal alignments whose score is at most a given threshold value away from the optimal alignment. In general, when only a small threshold value is allowed, few suboptimal alignments score within this threshold and a large fraction of the optimal alignment will be stable. Upon increasing the threshold value, the stable regions shrink because more suboptimal alignments are taken into account and compete with the optimal alignment. Above a certain threshold value no part of the optimal alignment will be stable. One way of introducing algorithmic robustness is to define it as the threshold value at which a certain residue pair loses its stability. The first residue pairs to lose their stability when allowing for suboptimal solutions will be the least reliable pairs in the alignment. On the other hand, a residue pair may remain stable even when a large threshold value allows for the consideration of many suboptimal alignments. Such a residue pair is likely to be aligned reliably. Equivalently, this threshold value is the difference between the score of the optimal alignment and the best alignment, avoiding the residue pair that is to be assigned a robustness value. This is the approach of Chao et al. (1993) .
Next we present how to calculate such a robustness measure in a simple and efficient way. In our version we do not attempt to attribute a robustness value to a gapped region of an alignment, which simplifies the algorithm considerably. Our definition and the algorithm apply to any kind of alignment, be it global (Needleman and Wunsch, 1970) , with or without a penalty for gaps at the end, or local (Smith and Waterman, 1981) and with affine gap penalty functions. The algorithm uses space and time in the order of magnitude of the product of the sequence lengths.
For two sequences a = {a u a 2 , ..., a n ) and Analogously, matrix M~ contains the optimal alignment scores m~(i,J) of the suffixes (a h ..., a n ) and (b p ..., b m ). Because we want to study protein sequence alignment, we need to allow for affine gap penalty functions, i.e. functions penalizing a gap of length k with a penalty g{k) = a + (bxk). This requirement leads to problems when adding matrices M + and M~. Two partial paths are implicitly joined when adding m + (i, J) and "!"('. J), which may amount to counting the initiation gap penalty a twice. We remedy the situation by enforcing the match at position (j, j) while accounting for the linear gap penalty function at all other positions. Therefore we define c{i,j) as m
We define the algorithmic robustness index of a residue pair (i, j) as the difference between the best possible score of an alignment through (/, j) and the best possible alignment score avoiding (/, j). While the score of the best possible alignment through (i, j) is contained in matrix C, the calculation of the best alignment avoiding («' , j) is more involved. Such an alignment circumvents (i, j) by passing through submatrices U or L shown in Figure 1 [except for the point (i, j) itself]. Therefore the score of the best such alignment is the maximum entry of the U and L regions of matrix C. Let (/', /) be the point where the entries of matrix C assume their maximum over UuL without the point (i, j). Then the robustness value
Implementing this approach would require O(n 3 ) operations for computing robustness indices for every residue pair in an alignment, because UuLis searched for every point whose robustness is calculated. The situation can be remedied by precomputing matrices U' and L' to contain the maximal value we would otherwise search for in U and L. Matrices U' and L' can be computed in quadratic time. Because a simple lookup procedure then suffices to compute a robustness value for a pair in an alignment, one achieves complexity O(n 2 ) overall. Consider the matrix L'. /'(/, j) is defined as max{c(k, /)}, where the maximum is taken over all (k, /) with 1 =£ k =s / andy =£ / =£ m but (k, 1) ¥= (i,f). The algorithm for calculating this quantity starts at the bottom right of a matrix and proceeds upwards row by row, traversing every row from right to left. u'(i, j) is calculated by starting at the top left of the matrix and applying the iteration:
It is easy to see that the resulting assignments of U' and L' are correct Using U' and L', matrix R of robustness values is computed as follows:
Although the robustness index r can be defined for any pair (i, j), in our applications we restrict ourselves to residue pairs on an optimal alignment. The maximum and minimum values that the difference assumes along an alignment can be used to normalize the robustness index to the range [0, 1] . In general either we report these normalized values or we divide the interval [0, 1] into 10 equal parts and report into which bin a certain value falls.
Applications
The reliability histogram. Strictly speaking, the robustness index introduced above is just some abstract quantity that can be derived for a sequence alignment. We need to demonstrate that the robustness index can indeed serve as an indicator of alignment reliability. To this end, we must show that residue pairs in an optimal alignment that receive a high robustness index are more likely to be aligned correctly than those with a low robustness index. The information about what is a correct alignment was obtained from structural superpositions of the proteins. For this purpose, we used the 3d-ali database by Pascarella and Argos (1992) as the source of correct alignments.
The information required can be collected in what we call a reliability histogram. A reliability histogram shows the distribution of the robustness indices of all residue pairs in one (or many) optimal alignments. Figure 2 depicts the reliability histogram for the alignment of sperm whale myoglobin and an insect globin. The optimal alignment was calculated as a global alignment with free end gaps, a PAM250 matrix (Dayhoff et al., 1983) and a gap penalty function g(k) =12 + k. The height of an entire bar corresponds to the fraction of residue pairs in the optimal alignment that belong to a certain reliability class. The interval from 0 to 1 was divided into 10 classes. The bars are subdivided such that the tops of the bars indicate the fraction of residue pairs in that class which are aligned incorrectly. We hoped to find misalignments represented more strongly on the left-hand side of the histogram, where the robustness index is low, than on the righthand side, where the index is high. In this example, errors in the alignment occur only in residue pairs of the lowest two reliability classes, i.e. with a robustness index of ^0.2. Residue pairs with robustness indices above this value are in fact aligned correctly.
Validation based on an alignment database. Of course, a single example alone does not prove our case. To support our claim that the reliability index deserves its name, we analyzed sequence alignments from the 3d-ali database (Pascarella and Argos, 1992) . This database contains multiple alignments of protein families. All alignments are based on structural superpositions and sequence alignments and are checked carefully. We derived data for our tests by extracting pairwise alignments from the multiple alignments in the 3d-aU database. The pairs of aligned residues from those pairwise alignments formed the basis for the validation.
To allow us to use these data for our study, several issues had to be considered. First, we expected results to differ depending on whether a pair of sequences had strong or weak similarity. To account for this dependence, we ran separate analyses on different classes of similarity. We chose classes for pairs of 25-30, 3(M0 and 40-50% sequence identity. Sequence pairs >50% similarity were not studied because misalignment was rare among them. The measurement 'percent identity' was computed after an optimal alignment of the sequences. To avoid long computation times we first counted the percent identity of the pair in the given structural alignment; if this figure was within a window around the interval that we were looking for, the sequences were optimally aligned. The percent identity value in the optimal alignment decided the homology class. The second issue was that we had to avoid biasing our data set towards highly populated families like the globins, cytochromes or immunoglobulins. Therefore, all counts taken from the alignments drawn from a homology class were normalized by the number of data points in that class. To limit the computation time we allowed for the specification of the maximum number of alignments drawn per family and class. All computations given here were performed with up to 25 alignments from each family and class. We call a group of sequence pairs that (i) contain representatives from each of the family alignments in the 3d-ali database and (ii) share a similar level of sequence identity a homology slice of the database. Of course, several multiple alignments from the database do not contain a sequence pair of given similarity such that certain families are not represented in certain homology slices. For our choices of interval, the number of families contributing at least one alignment is as follows: the 25-30% slice contains alignments from 19 different families, and the 30-40 and 40-50% slices contain alignments from 46 and 44 families, respectively.
Two of the families were excluded from our analysis. The first is the family of xylose isomerases for which the structural alignment is in clear contradiction to a sequence alignment with >60% identical residues. The second family is a set of ferredoxins where a sequence that contains two repeats of an iron-sulfur cluster binding region is aligned to one that contains only one such repeat. This single repeat by a sequence alignment is matched consistently with the wrong (as judged by comparison with the alignment in the 3d-ali database) copy of the repeat in the long sequence. Because there seems to be no way of distinguishing between the two possible alignments based on the sequences alone we disregarded this example in our analysis.
For each class, the statistics for the robustness of the residue pairs are summarized in a reliability histogram. Figure 3 shows these histograms for the three similarity classes, calculated for global alignments with a PAM250 matrix and a gap penalty function g{k) = 12 + it. All three histograms consistently show that the fraction of misaligned residue pairs decreases as the robustness index increases. Only in homology slice 25-30%, comprising those sequence pairs which are most difficult to align, are there errors in the highest reliability class. Part of the reason for this may be that all matching pairs from the structural alignment were used, which will include regions where not even the structural alignment is beyond doubt. In general, when sequence pairs are more similar (in homology slices 30-40 and 40-50%) there are fewer errors, and they are clearly concentrated in the low reliability classes. Thus, when a residue has a robustness index >~0.4, the chances of misalignment are low. We consider this substantial evidence that the algorithmic robustness index can actually serve as a reliability index for sequence alignment. Having established this connection, we will subsequently use the term 'reliability index' instead of 'robustness index'.
What strikes the eye when comparing the three histograms is that the average reliability index in an alignment increases with the similarity of the sequences. For more similar sequences the alignment makes fewer mistakes and it is easier to pinpoint the correct regions using the reliability index. This enables the user of an alignment program to identify a much larger part Fig. 3 . Reliability histograms for different homology slices. In all homology slices there is a trend for misalignment to occur in less reliable residue pairs. This trend is much more pronounced above 30% homology than below this value. The height of the bars shows that the higher the similarity between the sequences the more residue pairs can be recognized as aligned correctly based on the reliability index. of an alignment as being correct when the sequences share high similarity. Reliability along a given alignment. Based on the above validation of the reliability index, we were able to draw a curve along an alignment, thus indicating its local reliability. However, the scale of this curve is arbitrary and has no intuitive interpretation. The data shown so far suggest that the missing information can be extracted from a reliability histogram. The fraction of error that is obtained by analyzing the 3d-ali database can be applied so as to translate the abstract scale of the reliability index into an average frequency of error over the alignments analyzed. Based on the dependence of this frequency on the amount of similarity between the sequences involved, this error frequency can be deduced from a homology slice that encompasses the similarity of the given pair. For example, given a pair of sequences that fall into the 25-30% homology slice, the information is essentially contained in the histogram for this homology slice (see Figure 3) . A residue pair in this alignment with a reliability index of between 0.1 and 0.2 (the second reliability class) will have an ~50% chance of being aligned correctly, based on the correct alignments in the database, because the upper part of the corresponding bar covers about half of the total height of the bar.
To be more precise, let us say that we are given an optimal alignment of two sequences of a certain similarity. The optimal alignment was calculated under some arbitrary set of parameters. After alignment, the similarity between the two sequences can be computed. For all residue pairs in this alignment, we calculate the reliability index and associate the pairs to one of the 10 reliability classes. Our aim is to associate to a residue pair in this alignment the frequency with which comparable residue pairs are aligned incorrectly. In this context, comparable residue pairs are pairs in the same reliability class which originated from alignments of a similar degree of similarity. Because the percent identity of the pair under study was calculated after optimal alignment, membership in the corresponding homology class is also decided based on the percent identity after the alignmenL Each comparable alignment is analyzed separately with respect to its reliability. For each sequence pair in the homology slice the reliability index along the optimal alignment is computed under the same parameters as the given alignment that should be evaluated. Then, for each such alignment we calculate the frequency of misalignment per reliability class. In Figure 4 the horizontal ticks are the mean values of these error frequencies over the corresponding homology slices.
An inspection of these mean error frequencies shows clearly that when a pair of sequences is >30% similar and the reliability is class 3 or higher, then the user can have a high degree of confidence in the corresponding matches. In the lowest homology slice (25-30%) we have to expect an error frequency of ~10%, even in some higher reliability classes.
Calculating such statistics is meaningful only when the associated variances are not too large. Therefore we also calculated the standard deviation of the error frequency over all the alignments in the reference set. The standard deviations per homology slice and per reliability class are shown as vertical bars around the mean values in Figure 4 . While the standard deviation in the lowest reliability classes is still fairly high, it decreases quickly with higher reliability, thus indicating that the translation of the reliability index into an error frequency is indeed meaningful.
The differences between the histograms for the three homology classes demonstrate that the attribution of an error probability is very sensitive to the degree of similarity between the sequences under study. Therefore any practical procedure needs to account dynamically for the degree of homology between the sequences. Therefore we designed a procedure that translates the abstract reliability index into a percentage chance of error by dynamically creating subsets of the 3d-ali database which contain pairs comparable with the pair under study. Given a pair that after alignment has a homology of x%, we create an adequate homology slice by extracting from the 3d-ali database those pairs with a homology lying within the range x ± f % (in the optimal alignment), where t is a threshold value which is usually kept at 2.5%. Then each panin this homology slice is optimally aligned and the reliability indices of the residue pairs are partitioned into correctly and incorrectly aligned residue pairs. Thus we obtain the mean frequency at which a residue pair of a certain reliability index and from a pair of the given homology class is correct or incorrect. Figure 5 gives an example of a sequence alignment with the reliability curve in percent plotted along the alignment. The sequences in this example are the heavy (G1HUNM) and light (L1HUNM) chains of an immunoglobulin variable domain. This particular pair of sequences has frequently served to test or evaluate alignment procedures (Barton and Sternberg, 1987; Vingron and Waterman, 1994) . Their structural superposition was first reported by Amzel and Poljak (1979) . The regions around the two cysteines and the C-terminal matching segment are usually identified correctly by alignment programs. These regions all reach the reliability class 90-100%. On the other hand, the tryptophan in the light chain is matched with the wrong one of the two tryptophans in the heavy chain by this alignment. These positions are marked by a vertical bar in Figure 5 . The reliability index clearly marks this incorrectly aligned region as not trustworthy. 
Results
Implementation
Along the lines of the above procedure we have designed a program package that outputs an alignment with a percent reliability curve. The program uses a reformatted version of the 3d-ali database and incorporates subroutines that: (i) optimally align sequences with respect to user-supplied parameters; (ii) create an appropriate homology slice from the alignment database, thus mimicking the degree of similarity between the given sequences; (iii) compute the reliability index for the optimal alignment of each sequence pair in the homology slice (based on the parameters supplied by the user, initially); and (iv) use the mean error frequency over those alignments to assign a percent reliability curve to the given alignment. The steps outlined above are transparent to the user. The program is used just like any other alignment program except that it annotates the optimal alignment with the percentage reliability curve. The program is incorporated into the software package ToPLign (Thiele et al., 1995) which can be accessed via the World Wide Web at the address http://cartan.gmd.de/ ToPLign.html.
Discussion
Here we demonstrate that an algorithmic robustness parameter, which compares the score of the best alignment including a given residue pair with the score of the best alignment avoiding this residue pair, is in fact a structurally meaningful measurement of alignment reliability. To put this information into practical use, we calibrated the index on a database of structural alignments and calculated for every residue pair in an alignment its chances of be aligned correctly, as judged by comparison with the database.
Our procedure supplies us with regions in an alignment that we may, with high confidence, believe to be aligned correctly. In the language of hypothesis testing, this means that we do not have a problem with false positives. On the other hand, an alignment will in general contain regions that are aligned correctly but for some of the correct matches the reliability index may still be low. These correct matches with low reliability are our false negatives. Minimizing the number of false negatives remains an objective for further development. For example, Vingron and Argos (1990) searched for gap penalties that would allow the reliable recognition of the largest possible part of a structural alignment. However, this logic is much more general. One can generally compare different scoring schemes. Along the same lines, it would also be conceivable to suggest other robustness measures, compare how they behave in terms of recognizing as much of the correct alignments as possible, and in turn use these to distinguish between scoring schemes.
